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Abstract 
A Master-level Thesis in Political Science by Dan Hegelund, winter 2012.  
“Republican and Democrat pundits on the topic of Ethnic and Cultural Identity”.  
Supervisor: Mats Lindberg. 

This thesis seeks to analyze the discourse of Republican and Democrat pundits on the 

topic of Ethnic and Cultural Identity.  
 
The thesis contains a quantitative and a qualitative part. The quantitative part is a text 

content analysis, on the topic of Ethnic and Cultural Identity, of fifteen books authored 

by the most influential political pundits in America today. The qualitative part is a 

debate analysis, on the topic of Ethnic and Cultural Identity, of Patrick Buchanan, 

Michael Medved, Juan Williams, and Ed Schultz, through the theoretical framework 

of Samuel Huntington, Amartya Sen, and Seyla Benhabib. 

The thesis concludes that the differences between Republican and Democrat discourse 

on the topic of Ethnic and Cultural Identity are minor, although there is a pattern of 

Republican pundits being more outspoken about the topic than Democrat pundits.  

Keywords:  
Amartya Sen, Civilization, Conflict, Culture, Diversity, Ed Schultz, Ethnicity, Globalization, 
Identity, Immigration, Juan Williams, Michael Medved, Multiculturalism, Patrick Buchanan, 

Pundits, Samuel Huntington, Seyla Benhabib, Universalism.  
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Part I:  Rationale for the thesis 

Chapter 1: The Problem 

In a speech  by President Vaclav Havel of the Czech Republic from June 8, 1995, 1

Havel speaks about the new global civilization that is spreading around the world. 

Havel says that the vast diversity of cultures, people, religious worlds, historical 

traditions, and history which have shaped the attitudes that exist today, form the basis 

for a new, single global world civilization (Havel, 1995). Yet, he asks an important 

question:  

 But is humanity capable of such an undertaking? Is it not a hopelessly utopian idea? Haven't 
 we so lost control of our destiny that we are condemned to gradual extinction in ever harsher 
 high-tech clashes between cultures because of our fatal inability to cooperate in the face of 
 impending catastrophes, be they ecological, social, or demographic, or of dangers generated 
 by the state of our civilization as such (Havel 1995)? 

 

This question has inspired the selection of the topic for this thesis. Does diversity of 

ethnic and cultural identities inevitably lead to conflict, or is it possible and desirable 

for multiple ethnic and cultural identities to live side by side in coexistence? 

 

In this regard, the discourse in the USA – as (arguably) the world’s only superpower – 

no doubt deserves special attention, for it is difficult to imagine a shared global 

civilization unless the US is onboard. Is the US willing to embrace human universality 

at the expense of American exceptionalism? In that regard, the discourse among 

popular political pundits is important. Several scholars (see 1.1 The rise of 

punditocracy) have emphasized the significant, and often overlooked, role that 

political pundits play both in the political process and in shaping public opinion. 

 On the occasion of his receiving an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws, LL.D., at Harvard University.1
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1.1 The rise of punditocracy 

According to numerable scholars, political pundits play a crucial role both in shaping 

the political climate in Washington D.C. and in shaping public opinion.  

Dan Nimmo, Professor of Communication at the University of Oklahoma, and James 

E. Combs, Professor of Political Science at Valparaiso University have written 

extensively on the role that political pundits play in American politics. According to 

Nimmo and Combs the essential “players” in politics are no longer politicians, but to 

an increasing degree primarily pundits, who have become “a new source of political 

power and influence (Nimmo and Combs 1992, Foreword). 

 Pundits have transformed public debate from what politicians say about issues to  
what pundits say politicians should say about issues (Ibid. Foreword). 

Nimmo and Combs propose that punditry has replaced public debate; that pundits 

have become the “gladiators” of democracy, while citizens have been reduced to the 

roles of spectators and cheerleaders (Ibid. Foreword). 

The word “pundit” is according to Nimmo and Combs derived from Sanskrit and 

Hindi meaning “scholar, learned man” (Ibid. Introduction) 

 It survives in modern India to honor a learned person or teacher who is not only an authority 

 but also a revered political figure. When pundit entered English usage, the implication of one 
 who commanded deference because of learned authority was soon complemented by reference 
 to one who gives opinions in an authoritative manner (Ibid Introduction). 

Pundits’ influence go far beyond any earlier era, because today pundits are able to 

reach masses through “far-reaching channels” of mass media. According to Nimmo 

and Combs, it is most often pundits, not politicians, who frame the political debate. 

Nimmo and Combs view pundits as modern heirs of the historical roles which were 

previously occupied by ancient oracles, prophets, and priests (Ibid. Introduction). 
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 Punditry is a knowledge industry that has grown into a political force demanding recognition, 

 understanding, and reckoning (Ibid. Introduction).  

Nimmo and Combs distinguishes between the “few” and the “many”, i.e. the elites 

and the mass of humanity. Nimmo and Combs cite Dye, who in his scholarly work on 

pundits defines elites as "people who occupy power roles in society" (Dye, 1990, p. 

4). Nimmo and Combs go on to state that pundits are a “major” and “decisive form of 

power”, due to their ability to influence the elite (Nimmo and Combs 1992, chapter 1).  

 If elite opinion is, as political scholars since Machiavelli have insisted, preponderantly  

important, then those who influence powerful elites are themselves considered powerful (Ibid,  
Chapter 1). 

Pundits, claim Nimmo and Combs, are insiders, speaking to, with, of, and for elites. 

The elites seek out pundits, and hence are shaped by their influence (Ibid Chapter 1). 

 In other words, elites turn to those "who know." Since members of political elites cannot know 

 everything, they count on persons who specialize in doing so, or at least have a reputation for 
 doing so. They seek out pundits (Ibid Chapter 1). 

Elaborating on this point, Nimmo and Combs claim that the pundits’ reputation yields 

stature among the elites, have access to elite members, and is at ease among them. 

They claim that pundits not only speak to and with the elite, but have permission to 

speak of and for them to those outside elite circles. Moreover, members of political 

elites trust the pundits' word for what is happening within and outside the elite circle 

(Ibid. Chapter 1). 

According to Nimmo and Combs, pundits have privileged status as widely recognized, 

famous public figures whose opinions should be taken seriously.  

 The activity they tacitly control is that of interpreting what is occurring for political elites and 

 nonelites... They both instruct the few about the wisdom of right action and teach the many 
 about the wisdom of the correctly instructed few. (Ibid. Chapter 1). 
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It is not only the elites who rely on the pundits (and vice versa). According to Nimmo 

and Combs, politicians turn to pundits to better win elections and formulate policies, 

knowing that pundits can “make or break” a politician through their extensive 

influence. According to Nimmo and Combs, politicians may delude themselves into 

believing that pundits serve them, when actually it is the politicians who serve the 

pundits. They call it “the political illusion”. According to Nimmo and Combs,  

Politicians cannot admit to the citizens that pundits, and not elected leaders, govern, 

so they try to create a public illusion that they indeed do govern and truly are 

accountable. For this they use propaganda, which too is the domain of pundits (Ibid 

Chapter 4).  

 Here enters the technical expert of propaganda, who elects and defeats policy officials, makes 

 and breaks policies, promotes and demotes decisions, heaps praise and blame, and points with 
 pride and with alarm. The punditry of technique is in large measure the punditry of  
propaganda and counter propaganda (Ibid Chapter 4). 

Nimmo and Combs assessment, that pundits yield tremendous power both in 
Washington D.C and over national public opinion, is shared by other scholars. I turn 
now to some of these in order to show that Nimmo and Combs are not merely a fringe 
opinion, but they are part of a growing consensus among political scholars. 

According to Cohen and Solomon pundits have tremendous “opinion-shaping 
power” (Cohen & Solomon 2013, part I). 

 They’re powerful. They’re entrenched... We’re talking about the Washington pundits who 
 dominate network TV (Cohen & Solomon 2013, part I). 

According to Rockwell, pundits constitute an “opinion cartel” ( Rockwell 1990, p. 
281) who define a “narrow range of respectable opinion” (Ibid, p. 281), with the 
purpose of controlling public opinion. He cites Chomsky, who has argued that pundits 
are used by governments as a instruments of control, which can be seen, says 
Rockwell, in that pundits often “recycle government handouts” (Ibid. 282). 

 Where obedience is guaranteed by violence... it is enough that people obey; what they think 
 does not matter too much. Where the state lacks adequate means of coercion, it is important to 
 control what people think as well. (Chomsky 2003, p. 15) 
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According to King it has never been easier to shape the opinion of masses of people. 
The words of pundits are “picked up by eager ears and read by eager eyes” (King 
2005, p. 2). 

According to Wolin, pundits are deployed by politicians and party professionals for 
the purpose of the “manipulation of voters” (Wolin 2004, p. 574). 

Rothbard calls pundits “the opinion-molding class” (Rothbard 2006, p. 476) and “the 
professional shapers of opinion” (Ibid. p. 476). He argues that their role is to 
“apologize” and “propagandize” for the ruling class among the public (Ibid. p. 476). 

 Through control of the media, especially the national, “respectable” and respected media, the 
 rulers attempt to persuade the deluded majority that all is well (Ibid, p.478) 

According to Christiano & Christman voters look to pundits for guidance, rather than 
politicians, when choosing whom to vote for, due to the fact that politics is 
“exceedingly complex”, but pundits make the choice easier for the public (Christiano 
& Christman 2009 p. 209). 

Having established that political pundits and their views are an important subject of 
research, let us now examine how Republican and Democrat pundits have 
traditionally held opposing opinions about the subject of this thesis. 
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1.2 The significance of party-affiliation 

 
I will now show that one may expect political pundits to hold different views 
depending on their party-affiliation. I will touch briefly on a few historical examples 
to show that Republican and Democrat pundits have differed on matters relevant to 
the subject of ethnic and cultural identity. 

It was the Republican Party –the party of Lincoln– that a century ago supported civil 

rights, whilst the Democratic Party was the party of slavery, segregation, and the 

“solid south” (Noel 2010, p.1). A generation before the Civil Rights movement, 

Democrat pundits were reliably loyal to the South, whereas Republican pundits stood 

with the blacks. Republican pundits Lester Ward and Herbert Croly debated for the 

rights of blacks, for the opportunity of the working class, and argued that the power of 

government ought to be directed to helping bring about equality that was “the promise 

of American life” (Noel 2010, p.13). Meanwhile, Democrat pundits of the same era, 

such as the editors of Harper’s magazine and North American Review, including 

William E. Borah, opposed suffrage for blacks (Noel 2010, p.25-31).  

 
Following the Stock Market crash of 1929, the next decade saw the deportation of as 

many as two million latinos during ‘The Mexican Repatriation’ (Rosales 2000, p. 80). 

The 1930’s saw the rise in Europe of Darwinism, Eugenics, and Fascism. Ideas which 

at the time captured the conservative intellectual more than the liberals, who were 

more enthralled with socialism (Noel 2010. p.10). According to Noel, by the mid 

1930s, the Democratic Party had become the party of the working class and 

redistribution, while the Republican Party were the party of the wealthy and business 

(Noel 2010. p.10). This saw Democrat pundits gradually beginning to advocate for 

Civil Rights, whereas none of the major conservative pundits from the editorial pages 

of the Wall Street Journal and the Los Angeles Times raised the issue, although they 

did oppose lynching (Noel 2010, p.25-31).  

1942, as millions of young men went off to war, the government instituted the 

‘Bracero Program’ during the democrat presidency of Roosevelt (D), allowing 
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hundreds of thousands of latinos to immigrate to the U.S. (Rosales 2006, p. 46). As 

late as the 1940s, the Republican party was still the party with the strongest pro-black 

position, according to Noel: 

 As late as the 1940s, the Democratic Party’s platform offered vague language on race, while 
 the Republican Party took explicitly pro-black positions (Noel 2010, p.10). 

The biggest change, however, is seen in the 1950s, following World War II. In 1953, 

during the republican presidency of Eisenhower (R), ‘Operation Wetback’ deported 

nearly 4 million latinos, many of which were American citizens (Rosales 2006, p. 335, 

459). When Rosa Parks in 1955 refused to give up her seat to a white man, it triggered 

a monumental social movement in the USA, known as the civil rights movement. 

Martin Luther King and others mobilized widespread grassroots protests, eventually 

leading to a Supreme Court ban on segregated public transport. After John F. 

Kennedy’s election, the Democratic Party threw its full support behind the civil rights 

movement (Cashmore 2003, p.75-78). Republicans, on the other hand, were polarized 

against the growing civil rights movement (Meskelly and Noce 2002, p. 69). 

Conservative pundits expressed their views in magazines such as National Review and 

Human Events; liberal pundits in The Nation and The New Republic. Now the roles 

had switched almost completely. In a debate between Republican pundits William F. 

Buckley and L. Brent Bozell in National Review, 1957, Buckley argued that white 

southerners were “the advanced race” and should suppress black voting rights if 

necessary. Bozell insisted that conservatives should support the struggle for white 

supremacy within the public sphere (Noel 2010, p.25-31). 

After Kennedy’s assassination in November 22, 1963, the following years saw a series 

of legislations, including the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Immigration and 

Nationality Act. Later, in 1968 King was also assassinated, marking the end of the era 

of the civil rights movement (Cashmore 2003, p.75-78). Since then, according to 

Meskelly and Noce, Democrats have encouraged multicultural pluralism, whilst 

Republicans have favored assimilation and the emphasis on American exceptionalism 

(Meskelly and Noce 2002, p. 82). 
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 Conservatives would argue that it does not matter where you came from, that now you are an 
 American, and you must live according to American tradition and heritage. Liberals would 
 argue that the freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution require that America accommodate the 
 cultural heritages of its newcomers and minorities (Meskelly and Noce 2002, p. 82).  

This shift changed the electoral map and make of the major parties till this day. Noel 

writes: 

 When Lyndon Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act in 1964, he is said to have told an aide “We 
 have lost the South for a generation.” He may have been more right than he thought. The  
Democratic Party has lost the South for every generation since. It is hard to imagine the world  
today without a Civil Rights Act, but it was Democratic leadership on that issue that severed  t h e 
ties of the South to the Democratic Party. Today, the South is solidly Republican. (Noel  2010,p.32) 

According to Noel –and supported by Nimmo and Combs– it was the ideology among 

influential pundits – “those who express opinions in political magazines, newspapers 

and journals“ (Noel 2010 p. 13) – that gradually underwent change, and this in turn 

impacted the policy of the politicians and parties (Noel 2010. p.12). For those 

interested in studying how the ideology of pundits gradually changed and impacted 

policy, I recommend Noel’s paper from 2010, in which he analyzed 82 writers from 

1910, 97 writers from 1930, and 100 writers from 1950, and traced the change in their 

ideology, and the corresponding impact on the policy of the parties. A considerable 

body of literature reveals how the parties have now switched positions (for example 

Murphy and Gulliver 1971; Sundquist 1983, Petrocik 1987; Carmines and Stimson 

1989; Noel 2010). As Noel puts it: 

 Today, more than 90 percent of the African-American vote goes to the Democratic  

Party, and the Republican Party is the home to those who oppose affirmative action and defend  t h e 
Confederate flag (Noel 2010, p.10-11). 

 
Meanwhile, Latinos –the nation’s largest and fastest growing minority– are likewise 

solidly in the Democrat voting block at a two to one margin.  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1.3 Relevance of the Study 

It has been my goal in the first part of chapter one to establish Ethnic and Cultural 

Identity as an interesting topic, to establish political pundits as valuable subjects of 

research, and to shed light on the importance that party-affiliation has had on the 

expressed views of the pundits.  

By beginning to properly grasp and analyze the distinct characteristics of the 

discourse of respectively Republican and Democrat pundits on the topic of ethnic and 

cultural diversity, I hope to lay the groundwork and provide the proper context for 

further studies in the future. It is my aim to aid such researchers who would do studies 

in such topics as identity, globalization, multiculturalism, immigration, peace and 

conflict studies, debate analysis, etc. by providing the reader with a reconstruction of 

the contemporary debate between Republican and Democrat pundits on ethnic and 

cultural identity. By gaining a clearer understanding of the current discourse between 

Republican and Democrat pundits, and their respective views on the implications, 

consequences, and solutions to interaction between peoples of different ethnic and 

cultural identity, I believe we can gain a nuanced and broader perspective, rendering 

policy makers and practitioners better equipped to correctly evaluate, assess and act in 

accordance with attained knowledge. It will also provide us with a clearer lens by 

which we may better examine the current political climate relating to ethnic and 

cultural identity. 

Now let us look to the aims and objectives of the thesis. 
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1.4 Aim and Objectives 

This thesis seeks to analyze the discourse of respectively Republican and Democrat 

pundits on the topic of Ethnic and Cultural Identity. 

The thesis contains a quantitative and a qualitative part. The quantitative part is a text 

content analysis of fifteen books authored by the most influential political pundits in 

America today. The qualitative part is a debate analysis of four selected pundits: 

Patrick Buchanan (R), Michael Medved (R), Juan Williams (D), and Ed Schultz (D). 

The following research questions were the result of reading Samuel Huntington, 

Amartya Sen, and Seyla Benhabib, who have served as the theoretical and 

interpretational framework for my entire research and analysis. These are questions 

that Huntington, Sen and Benhabib raised again and again, and therefore serve as the 

guideline when I analyzed the political pundits: 

1)  According to the pundits, to what degree are people’s different ethnic and cultural 

identity a contributing cause of conflict? 

2) Where do the pundits stand on such topics as assimilation vs multiculturalism, 

American exceptionalism vs universalism, and immigration? 

3) According to the pundits, what are future strategies for interaction between peoples 

of different ethnic and cultural identity? 

Hypothesis:  

It is my hypothesis that Republican pundits align themselves more closely with 

Huntington than Democrat pundits do, and that Democrat pundits align themselves 

more closely with Benhabib and Sen than Republican pundits do. 
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1.5 Definition of Terms 

This section aims to clarify the particular way in which a selection of terms have been 

used by scholars in this thesis. First I give up to three definitions from The Oxford 

Dictionary, then I give a definition used by one or two of the scholars of this thesis. 

The terms defined below are: civilization, community, culture, identity, 

multiculturalism, the West, superpower, and universalism. 

civilization                    

The Oxford Dictionary defines civilization as “1. a state of human society that is very 

developed and organized. 2. a society, its culture, and its way of life during a 

particular period of time or in a particular part of the world. 3. all the people in the 

world and the societies they live in, considered as a whole.” 

Huntington defines civilization as the highest cultural identity people have short of 

being human. It is identified both by "common objective elements,  such as language, 

history, religion, customs, institutions, and by the subjective self-identification of 

people" (Huntington 2007, Chapter 2). 

community 

The Oxford Dictionary defines community as “1. all the people who live in a 

particular area, country, etc. when talked about as a group. 2. a group of people who 

share the same religion, race, job, etc. 3. the feeling of sharing things and belonging to 

a group in the place where you live.” 

Amartya Sen defines community as “describing not just what they have as fellow 

citizens but also what they are, not a relationship they choose but an attachment they 

discover, not merely an attribute but a constituent of their identity” (Sen 2007, p. 36) 
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culture                          

The Oxford Dictionary defines culture as “1. the customs and beliefs, art, way of life, 

and social organization of a particular country or group. 2. art, music, literature, etc., 

thought of as a group. 3. the beliefs and attitudes about something that people in a 

particular group or organization share.” 

Benhabib defines cultures as “complex human practices of signification and 

representation, of organization and attribution, which are internally driven by 

conflicting narratives. Cultures are formed through complex dialogue with other 

cultures” (Benhabib 2004, p. ix). Another place she describes cultures as "constant 

creations, recreations and negotiations of imaginary  boundaries between "we" and the 

"other(s)" (Ibid. p. 8).   

identity                         

The Oxford Dictionary defines identity as “1. who or what someone or something is. 

2. the characteristics, feelings, or beliefs that distinguish people from others. 3. the 

state or feeling of being very similar to and able to understand someone or something.” 

Benhabib defines identity as follows, “Identity does not refer to my potential for 

choice alone, but to the actuality of my choices, namely to how 1, as a finite, concrete, 

embodied individual, shape and fashion the circumstances of my birth and family, 

linguistic, cultural and gender identity into a  coherent narrative that stands as my 

Me's story ... The self is not a thing, a substrate, but the protagonist of a Me's tale. 

(Benhabib 1992, p. 161) 
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multiculturalism         

The Oxford Dictionary defines multiculturalism as “the practice of giving importance 

to all cultures in a society.” 

In his book, Who Are We?, Huntington calls multiculturalism an “anti-European 

civilization” and an “anti-Western ideology” (Huntington 2005, p. 171). He calls its 

proponents, “elites” who "abandon commitment to their nation and their fellow 

citizens and argue the moral superiority of identifying with humanity at large" (Ibid., 

p. 269).  

the West                        

The Oxford Dictionary does not define the West.  
 

Huntington defines the West by stating they contain the following key institutions, 

practices, and beliefs: Catholicism and Protestantism, European languages, Separation 

of spiritual and temporal authority, Rule of law, Social pluralism, Representative 

bodies, and Individualism (Ibid, Chapter 2) 

superpower                  

The Oxford Dictionary defines superpower as “one of the countries in the world that 

has very great military or economic power and a lot of influence, for example the U.S.” 

A useful definition is given by Andrei Gromyko: “A country that has a say in every 

corner of the globe and without whose say nothing truly substantial can be achieved in 

any such corner” (Krauthammer 2002). 
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universalism                 

The Oxford Dictionary does not define universalism. 

Benhabib defines universalism as an acknowledgement of “the plurality of modes of 

being human, and differences among humans, without endorsing all these pluralities 

and differences as morally and politically valid... ‘universality’ is a regulative ideal 

that does not deny our embodied and embedded identity, but aims at developing moral 

attitudes and encouraging political transformation” (Benhabib 1992, p. 153). Another 

place she defines it as “the principle that all human beings, regardless of race, gender, 

sexual  preference, ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and religious background, are to be 

considered moral equals and are therefore to be treated as equally entitled to moral 

respect  (Benhabib 2004, p. 27).  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Chapter 2: Methodological Framework 

2.1 Method 

To accomplish the aims and goals of the thesis, I chose to conduct a quantitative and a 

qualitative analysis.  

The quantitative analysis is a text content analysis of fifteen books authored by the 

most influential political pundits in America today. The qualitative part is a text 

content analysis and debate analysis of four selected pundits: Patrick Buchanan (R), 

Michael Medved (R), Juan Williams (D), and Ed Schultz (D). These four authors were 

chosen because they achieved the highest text content analysis score. What follows is 

a detailed explanation of each step on the way to writing this thesis. 

First I read the works of three respected scholars, which I would later use to formulate 

the research questions and would also use as the theoretical and interpretational 

framework of my debate analysis. The selected scholars and their works are:  

• Samuel P. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations and the remaking of World Order 

(1993 and 2007) 

• Seyla Benhabib, The Claims of Culture, Equality and Diversity in the Global Era 

(2004)  

• Amartya Sen, Identity and Violence: The Violence of Illusion (2007) 

After reading these books, I formulated the research questions of the thesis. See 1.4 

Aim and Objectives. 

Next, I conducted the quantitative part of my research, i.e. the text content analysis. 

See Figure 1: Top Tier Pundits, below. The method chapter continues after the figure. 
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Figure 1: Top Tier Pundits. List assembled on December 2012. I explain how the 

figure was made below (p. 18).  

Popular Political 
Pundit  
and Leaning

A:  
Power-Grid 

Ranking

B:  
Amazon 
Ranking 
Books

C: 
Facebook  
‘Likes’

D:  
Twitter 

Followers

Total 
Ranking 
A+B+C+D

#1 Glenn Beck 
Republican

#6 Radio Hosts #1 
42

#2 
2,171,208

#4 
619,560

13

#2 Sarah Palin 
Republican

#1 TV Pundits #12 
24,154

#1 
3,486,123

#2 
874,889

16

#3 Michelle Malkin  
Republican

 #2 Print/
Online 
Columnists  
#15 TV Pundits

#10 
22,315

#5 
730,195

#6 
463,294

23

#4 Mark Levin  
Republican

#4 Radio Hosts #3 
1,868

#6 
388,357

#11 
188,062

24

#5 Ann Coulter  
Republican

#6 TV Pundits #2 
1,181

#12 
50,256

#7 
306,352

27

#6 Sean Hannity  
Republican

#2 Radio Hosts #24 
167,863

#4 
936,303

#3 
619,798

33

#7 Arianna Huffington  
Democrat

#11 Print/
Online 
Columnists

#19 
89,714

#3 
1,659,876

#1 
1,118,248

34

#8 Michael Savage  
Republican

#5 Radio Hosts #4 
2,928

#13 
48,781

#23 
22,326

45

#9 Laura Ingraham  
Republican

#7 Radio Hosts #25 
276,259

#7 
196,966

#8 
234,269

47

#10 Tom Brokaw 
Democrat 

#11 TV Pundits #7 
8,279

#19 
8,338

#20 
52,724

57

#11 Glenn Greenwald  
Democrat

#8 Print/Online 
Columnists

#14 
35,765

#22 
5,303

#15 
110,812

59

#12 Ed Schultz 
Democrat

#11 Radio 
Hosts

#26 
589,991

#9 
74,339

#13 
131,427

59

#13 Juan Williams 
Democrat

#10 TV Pundits #16 
67,859

#16 
17,334

#22 
29,817

64

#14 Michael Medved  
Republican

#13 Radio 
Hosts

#23 
152,824

#18 
13,667

#24 
17,334

78

#15 Pat Buchanan  
Republican

#19 TV Pundits #11 
22,642

#23 
4,354

#26 
5,982

79
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Here is how Figure 1 (above) was assembled. First I gathered a list of the most 

influential political pundits. The list of pundits was compiled from Mediate’s Power-

Grid, choosing the top twenty names from each of the following lists: “TV Pundits”, 

“Radio Hosts”, and “Print/Online Columnist”. Then I examined each name and 

removed those who were either not political pundits, or who had not written any 

books relevant to the topic, or whose books were written prior to 2008. By this 

process I brought the total number down to 15. I also made a point to note the political 

leaning of each pundit. They were then arranged after Total Ranking in for different 

categories (see figure 1), where a low number is a better rating. The four categories 

were A: Power-Grid ranking, B: Amazon Ranking Books, C: Facebook Likes, and D: 

Twitter Followers. Numbers # in bold italic is the internal ranking order for each 

column. 

Next I made a text content analysis. See Figure 2: Text Content Analysis, below. The 

method chapter continues after the figure. 
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A B C D E F G H I J Total Total 
Vari.

Pat Buchanan 
Suicide of a Superpower: 
Will America Survive to 

2025

61 51 13 >100 >100 26 >100 >100 >100 38 689 193

Michael Medved 
The 10 Big Lies About 
America: Combating 

Destructive Distortions 
About Our Nation

28 18 12 40 31 21 35 62 10 5 262 165

Juan Williams 
Muzzled: The Assault on 

Honest Debate
16 4 4 12 10 0 77 >100 29 34 286 126

Laura Ingraham  
Power to the People   7 1 10 27 4 4 29 >100 3 94 279 109

Glen Beck 
Cowards: What 

Politicians, Radicals, and 
the Media Refuse to Say

1 6 7 8 3 3 17 25 8 >100 178 93

Michael Savage  
Trickle Down Tyranny: 

Crushing Obama's Dream 
of the Socialist States of 

America                                      

1 0 4 2 5 1 17 45 12 >100 187 82

Ed Schultz 
Killer Politics: How Big 
Money and Bad Politics 
Are Destroying the Great 
American Middle Class

0 0 15 14 1 0 10 29 5 32 106 88

Michelle Malkin 
Culture of Corruption: 

Obama and His Team of 
Tax Cheats, Crooks, and 

Cronies 

2 2 5 8 6 0 18 5 13 2 61 61

Sean Hannity 
Conservative Victory: 
Defeating Obama's 

Radical Agenda

0 3 5 7 5 1 33 6 4 5 69 55

Sarah Palin 
America by Heart: 

Reflections on Family, 
Faith, and Flag

3 2 2 5 1 0 29 11 3 4 60 51

Ann Coulter 
Guilty: Liberal 'Victims' 

and Their Assault on 
America

2 2 3 4 6 0 82 6 3 1 109 47

Tom Brokaw 
The Time of Our Lives: A 

conversation about 
America

0 1 8 1 7 0 13 11 6 5 52 52

Mark Levin 
Ameritopia: The 

Unmaking of America
5 6 9 13 1 0 11 2 3 2 52 52

Glenn Greenwald 
With Liberty and Justice 

for Some
2 1 4 1 1 0 17 1 14 0 41 41

Arianna Huffington 
Third World America: 

How Our Politicians Are 
Abandoning the Middle 
Class and Betraying the 

American Dream  

1 7 2 4 0 0 6 15 2 0 37 37
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Figure 2: Text Content Analysis. List assembled on December 16th 2012.  
I explain what method I used below (p. 20). 

Here is how Figure 2 (above) was assembled. First I examined all books that the 

fifteen selected pundits had authored, and selected one book for each pundit to make a 

text content analysis of (Bergström & Boréus, 2005). The following word roots were 

analyzed: A) identity, B) civiliza-, C) universal-, D) divers-, E) ethni-, F) multicultur-, 

G) raci-, H) immigra-, I) minorit-, and J) border-. This was done by acquiring all of 

the fifteen books on Kindle Store; then I used Kindle Reader to count the number of 

each word-root. Two totals were calculated: a regular total where # is capped at a 

maximum value of 100, and a variation where # is capped at a maximum value of 20. 

Pundits in bold writings were selected for my debate analysis. List assembled on 

December 16th 2012.  
 

Name Party A B C D E F G H I J TOTAL VAR.
Republican 11 9.1 7 21.4 16.2 5.6 37.1 36.2 15.9 35.1 194.6 90.8

Pat 
Buchanan

Republican 61 51 13 100 100 26 100 100 100 38 689 193

Michael 
Medved

Republican 28 18 12 40 31 21 35 62 10 5 262 165

Laura 
Ingraham

Republican 7 1 10 27 4 4 29 100 3 94 279 109

Glen Beck Republican 1 6 7 8 3 3 17 25 8 100 178 93
Michael 
Savage

Republican 1 0 4 2 5 1 17 45 12 100 187 82

Michelle 
Malkin

Republican 2 2 5 8 6 0 18 5 13 2 61 61

Sean 
Hannity

Republican 0 3 5 7 5 1 33 6 4 5 69 55

Sarah 
Palin

Republican 3 2 2 5 1 0 29 11 3 4 60 51

Ann 
Coulter

Republican 2 2 3 4 6 0 82 6 3 1 109 47

Mark 
Levin

Republican 5 6 9 13 1 0 11 2 3 2 52 52

Democrat 3.8 2.6 6.6 6.4 3.8 0 24.6 31.2 11.2 14.2 104.4 68.8
Juan 
Williams

Democrat 16 4 4 12 10 0 77 100 29 34 286 126

Ed Schultz Democrat 0 0 15 14 1 0 10 29 5 32 106 88
Tom 
Brokaw

Democrat 0 1 8 1 7 0 13 11 6 5 52 52

Glenn 
Greenwald

Democrat 2 1 4 1 1 0 17 1 14 0 41 41

Arianna 
Huffington

Democrat 1 7 2 4 0 0 6 15 2 0 37 37
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Figure 3: Bivariat Crosstab/Pivot Table See explanation below (p. 21). 

Next, I made a bivariat crosstab –also called a pivot table– (Djurfeldt, Larsson, and 

Stjärnhagen 2010, Chapter 4), comparing the text content analysis results of the 

Republican pundits with that of the Democrat pundits. See Figure 3 (above).   
 
I created the bivariat crosstab in Figure 3 (above) with the word-count numbers from 

Figure 2 (above). I wanted to compare the republican pundits with the democrat 

pundits, so I separated them. Then I added the average word-count in each column, 

allowing me to compare how often Republican and Democrat pundits used the 

selected word-roots on average. See analysis in 9.1 Quantitative Analysis. The letters 

A-J signify word-roots: A) identity, B) civiliza-, C) universal-, D) divers-, E) ethni-, F) 

multicultur-, G) raci-, H) immigra-, I) minorit-, and J) border-. Word-root values 

higher than 100 were capped at 100. The column to the right of TOTAL, named VAR. 

is a variant total, where all word-root values higher than 20 were capped at 20. The 

analysis of these figures is made in Chapter 11: Quantitative Analysis. 

I made yet another illustration below, in Figure 4: Chart illustrating Figure 3 (p. 22). 

The method chapter continues after the figure.  

(blank) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Name Party A B C D E F G H I J TOTAL VAR.
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Pat Buchanan Republican

Michael Medved Republican

Laura Ingraham Republican

Glen Beck Republican

Michael Savage Republican

Michelle Malkin Republican

Sean Hannity Republican

Sarah Palin Republican

Ann Coulter Republican

Mark Levin Republican

Juan Williams Democrat

Ed Schultz Democrat

Tom Brokaw Democrat

Glenn Greenwald Democrat

Arianna Huffington Democrat
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!  

Figure 4: Chart illustrating Figure 3. Explained below. 

 
The first graph (1) in Figure 4 illustrates that republicans on average used the selected 

word-roots almost twice as often as the democrats. The second graph (2) in Figure 4 

gives a more detailed illustration, adding every word-root by pundit. The letters A-J 

1: Horizontal bar, total words 
comparison

Republican
Democrat

0 75 150 225 300

Total Variation
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signify the same word-roots as in Figure 3. The analysis of these figures is made in 

Chapter 11: Quantitative Analysis.  

After I had made the Text Content Analysis on fifteen books, and after I had made the 

four figures (Figures 1-4 above), next I made an analysis of the results. The analysis 

of these figures is made in Chapter 11: Quantitative Analysis.  
 
I then moved on to the qualitative part of my research. It was by means of the text 

content analysis that I selected which four authors/books would be used for the debate 

analysis. 

The authors and books used in my qualitative analysis were:  

• Pat Buchanan, Suicide of a Superpower: Will America Survive to 2025 (2011) 

• Michael Medved, The 10 Big Lies About America: Combating Destructive 

Distortions About Our Nation (2010) 

• Juan Williams, Muzzled: The Assault on Honest Debate (2011) 

• Ed Schultz, Killer Politics: How Big Money and Bad Politics Are Destroying the 

Great American Middle Class (2010)  

Next, I summarized how each of the pundits debate the topic of Ethnic and Cultural 

Identity based on the chosen research questions. I paid special attention to what key 

issues the authors raised, and what kind of arguments they used.  

I then made an analysis of my findings, using the scholarly work of Samuel P. 

Huntington, Seyla Benhabib, and Amartya Sen as an interpretational framework, 

comparing the authors to one another, and comparing Republican pundits to Democrat 

pundits.  

Finally, I added my own reflections and conclusion concerning my findings.  

By this process I produced this thesis. 
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This method of making a debate analysis, by using a theoretical foundation to 

formulate research questions, and as a theoretical and interpretational framework, is 

inspired by various Method text-books, such as “Qualitative Researching” by Jennifer 

Mason (2002), “Textens mening och makt” by Göran Bergström and Kristina Boréus 

(2005), and “Många möjliga metoder” by Ann-Mari Sellerberg-Persson and Katrine 

Fangen (2011). The text content and quantitative analysis was based on “Statistisk 

Verktygslåda” by Göran Djurfeldt, Rolf Larsson, and Ola Stjärnhagen (2010). 
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2.2 Choosing the Empirical Material  

If one wanted to learn about the impact of ethnic and cultural identity, one might have 

selected any number of potentially relevant sources. Recent years have seen no lack of 

academic discourse regarding the impact of ethnic diversity on society. Scholars such 

as those presented in Part II: Theory have shed insightful light on the meaning and 

consequences of identity. Yet, for this thesis I chose to examine more closely the 

discourse of political pundits. The main argument for this choice is made in Chapter 1. 

Yet, I wish to make a few additional remarks: 

1) I sought to compare the potential differences and similarities between Republican 

and Democrat perspectives on the issue. Scientist are often silent or modest 

concerning their political views in their attempt to be objective, whereas pundits are 

often shamelessly “right-wing“ or “left-wing”, and not politically correct, objective, 

or scientific. Pundits have a habit of speaking their mind without regard to 

standards in the scientific community, making for a less politically correct and 

more straight forward debate, and a good opportunity to analyze and compare 

views. 

2) As argued for in Chapter 1, everyday citizens are often shaped more by popular 

media figures than by academic circles. So called media pundits, with millions of 

watchers and readers, participate readily in the discourse with their own analysis, 

explanations and solutions. They impact millions of Americans through their top-

selling books, TV- and Radio-appearances, and social media presence. 

It is these political pundits and their discourse on the topics of Ethnic and Cultural 

Identity that this thesis seeks to analyze by means of a text content analysis and a 

debate analysis. 
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Part II: Theory 

Chapter 3: Theory Introduction  

What follows in Part II: Theory of the thesis is a presentation of the ideas of Samuel 

Huntington, Amartya Sen, and Seyla Benhabib, who have served as the theoretical and 

interpretational framework for my entire research and analysis. Keep in mind that the 

research questions of the thesis were selected based on the topics and questions that 

Huntington, Sen and Benhabib raised again and again. As a reminder, here are the 

research questions again, slightly paraphrased for the purpose: 

1)  To what degree are people’s different ethnic and cultural identity a contributing 

cause of conflict? 

2) Where do the selected scholars stand on such topics as assimilation vs 

multiculturalism, American exceptionalism vs universalism, and immigration? 

3) According to the selected scholars, what are future strategies for interaction 

between peoples of different ethnic and cultural identity? 

 
Here are the books that were examined:  

• Samuel P. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations and the remaking of World Order 

(1993 and 2007) 

• Seyla Benhabib, The Claims of Culture, Equality and Diversity in the Global Era 

(2004)  

• Amartya Sen, Identity and Violence: The Violence of Illusion (2007) 

Each of the following three chapters deals with one of the research questions. 
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Chapter 4: Research Question 1 – To what degree are people’s 

different ethnic and cultural identity a contributing cause of 

conflict? 
 

4.1 Samuel Huntington 

 
The central concept in Huntington's theory is civilization, which he describes as the 

broadest cultural entity and the broadest level of identification which humans may 

have. A single civilization may include several nations that are related with each other 

by their cultural, religious, traditional, and historical identity. Huntington asserts that 

the increasing immigration and the resulting interaction between people from different 

civilizations creates larger civilizational consciousness and awareness of these 

differences between people (Huntington 1993 p. 25).  

Huntington goes on to conclude that the major conflicts in the world are caused by 

people's different religious and ethnic identity. Huntington argues that since people 

define themselves in terms of both religion and ethnicity, they are prone to the use of 

"us" against "them" categories. Those with similar religion and ethnicity are with us, 

and those who are different in these aspects are against us. This again creates hostility 

and separation (Ibid. p. 29). 

 It is my hypothesis that the fundamental source of conflict in this new world will not be  
primarily ideological or primarily economic. The great divisions among humankind and the  
dominating source of conflict will be cultural... the principal conflicts of global politics will  
occur between nations and groups of different civilizations. The clash of civilizations will  
dominate global politics. The fault lines between civilizations will be the battle lines of the  
future (Huntington 2007, p. 22) 

Samuel Huntington argues that migration from Arab and North African countries to 

Western Europe has caused increasing racism, violence and political reactions 

especially in central European countries since 1990. Interactions between Islam and 

the West is seen by both sides as a conflict between civilizations. Huntington delves 

into descriptions of historical conflicts, particularly between Christians and Muslims, 
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and predicts that these conflicts will increase in the future, because of the fundamental 

differences between these civilizations (Ibid. p. 24-39).  

4.2  Amartya Sen 

Amartya Sen criticizes the advocates of the theory of a clash of civilizations. He 

reminds us of the dangers and irrelevance of reducing one's own identity to a single 

group-based dimension (Sen 2007, p. 31).  

 Violence is promoted by the cultivation of a sense of inevitability about some allegedly unique 
 – often belligerent – identity that we are supposed to have and which apparently makes  
extensive demands of us (Ibid p. xiii)  

 

Sen argues against any reasoning based on the identification of distinct civilization 

blocks. According to Sen, all humans have multiple identities, such as nationality, 

race, religion, community, gender, politics, and class (ibid, p. 180). People are neither 

one-dimensional or connected to only a single group, argues Sen (Ibid, p. 174), but 

they can be made to believe they are, and it is this erroneous belief that can lead to 

conflict: 

 A Hutu laborer from Kigali may be pressured to see himself only as a Hutu and incited to kill 

 Tutsis, and yet he is not only a Hutu, but also a Kigalian, a Rwandan, an African, a laborer and 
 a human being (Ibid, p. 4) 

4.3  Seyla Benhabib 

Seyla Benhabib argues that the work of many modern multiculturalism formalist 

theorists is still affected by erroneous beliefs about cultures, contexts and purity (Ibid. 

p. 49). She opposes any ideas of "pure" and "whole" cultures. Instead she proposes 

that all cultures are characterized by being polyphonic, multi-layered, fragmented, and 

contentious. She argues that cultures constantly cross-fertilize and evolve through 

human interaction and dialogue with others (Benhabib 2004, p. 9-15, and p. 49). 

Benhabib argues that democratic coexistence is indeed compatible with 
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multiculturalism, and does not necessitate conflict.  
If faced with a situation where she had to choose between democratic equality and 

multiculturalism, she would choose the first, but she believes this is a false choice, and 

instead advocates that these two can be reconciled: 

 If one must choose, I value the expansion of democratic inclusion and equality over the                
preservation of cultural distinctiveness, but often one can attain both in some measure.  Democra t ic 
equality and deliberative practices are quite compatible with cultural  experimentation and with new 
legal and institutional designs that accommodate cultural  pluralism. (Ibid., p. x) 
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Chapter 5: Research Question 2 – Topics such as assimilation vs 

multiculturalism, American exceptionalism vs. universalism, and 

immigration?  

5.1 Samuel Huntington 

 According to Huntington, there are seven or eight civilizations in the world, these are: 

the Western, Confucian, Japanese, Islamic, Hindu, Slavic-Orthodox, the Latin-

American, and possibly the African civilization. Huntington thus divides the world not 

in terms of political and economic systems, but in terms of civilizational identity. He 

argues that a civilizational identity will be increasingly more important. People will 

increasingly identify with one of the above civilizations (Huntington 1993, p. 24-39).  

Huntington discusses the concept of universalism and the view that "universal 

civilization... fits all men". He claims that this concept was invented by the Western 

civilization (Ibid. p. 40) and is foreign to any other civilization. Ideas such as 

democracy, human rights, individualism, liberalism, and equality has little resonance 

in Islamic, Confucian, Japanese, Hindu, Buddhist and Orthodox cultures. When the 

West is trying to propagate these ideas, it creates provocations and causes 

fundamentalism in non-Western cultures. "Universal civilization" is a solely Western 

idea and not found in other civilizations, says Huntington (Ibid. p. 40). 

 In the emerging world of ethnic conflict and civilizational clash, Western belief in the  
universality of Western culture suffers three problems: it is false; it is immoral and it is  d a n g e r o u s 
(Huntington 2007, Chapter 12). 
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5.2  Seyla Benhabib 

Benhabib advocates a global, pluralistic coexistence, and democratic citizenship 

beyond the nation state (Benhabib 2004, p. 191). 

Like Huntington, Benhabib discusses the concept of universalism. She explains that 

she connects the notion of universalism with: 

 the principle that all human beings, regardless of race, gender, sexual preference, ethnic,                
cultural,  linguistic, and religious background, are to be considered moral equals and are  therefore to 
be treated as equally entitled to moral respect  (Ibid, p. 27). 

Benhabib argues that there is widely held skepticism about the idea that normative 

universalism and pluralistic cultural views can be reconciled with each other. But 

according to Benhabib, universalism is not ethnocentric; –universal principles such as 

democracy, freedom, and equality are not created and centered on a specific ethnic 

group or a particular civilization. In other words, she disagrees with Huntington’s 

view that universalism is created by and centered on the Western civilization. 

Benhabib makes her argument with several examples of philosophers and theorists 

from the non-Western civilizations that advocates universalist values of democracy, 

freedom and equality (Ibid p. 47-52). Universalist principles are universal, precisely 

because they belong to all of humanity, regardless of their cultural or religious 

background. 

5.3  Amartya Sen 

Amartya Sen challenges Huntington’s thesis of categorizing human beings by 

civilization rather than as individuals with plural identities. We have several diverse 

identities, as well as a common shared human identity (Sen 2007, p. 162-182). 

 I can be, at the same time, an Asian, an Indian citizen, Bengali of Bangladeshi origins, live in 

 United Kingdom or United States, be an economist, teaches philosophy, writes books, be an 
 expert in Sanskrit, be a strong supporter of democracy, be a man, feminist, heterosexual,  
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support the homosexual rights, exclude religion from his way of life, be of Hindi culture, not  be a 
Brahman, not believe in life after death (Ibid, p. 19). 

Like Seyla Benhabib, Sen likewise argues that there is an ignorance or prejudice 

concerning the origin of cultural values. Sen argues that democracy, freedom, and 

science are not Western inventions, nor is religious fundamentalism of an Eastern 

origin – these are rather universal ideas with a global origin (Ibid, p. 56 and 183). 
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Chapter 6: Research Question 3 – What are future strategies for 

interaction between peoples of different ethnic and cultural 

identity? 

6.1  Seyla Benhabib 

Benhabib’s theory concerning a liberating, democratic multiculturalism attempts to 

reconcile two different theoretical traditions. One, democracy theoretical tradition, 

promotes assimilation of new minority groups into stablished communities through 

democratic inclusion, as long as it brings social and political justice and cultural 

flexibility. According to this theory, such minorities will in return influence and 

change the majority culture, resulting in a hybridization between cultural heritages 

from both sides. (Benhabib, 2004, p. 9-10). The opposing view, the multiculturalism 

legalistic theory is, according to Benhabib, not open to such cultural hybridization, but 

tries instead to "preserve cultures purity and individuality" (Ibid. p. 9-10). Benhabib 

seeks to combine these two theories in what she calls a liberating, democratic 

multiculturalism, which proposes the the following three principles: 

• Egalitarian reciprocity (equal reciprocity), meaning that minorities must have the 

same rights as majorities (Ibid. p. 172). 

• Voluntary self-attribution, meaning that individuals should not automatically be 

classified according to the cultural, religious or linguistic group, they were born in. 

Instead, an individual should have the widest possibility for self-attribution and self-

identification with a group (or groups) of their own choice. In other words, the 

group should not define and control the membership at the individual’s expense, 

rather the individual should be able to express that she accepts the membership of 

any group, according to their choice (Ibid. p. 172). 

• Freedom to join or leave as one pleases means individual unlimited freedom to 

leave their original group. If the individual decides to withdraw from one and join 

another group, she shall not be deprived of their rights and should not be excluded. 

The liberal democratic state has the right to intervene and "regulate the price of 
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leaving the principles of the equality of citizens" (Ibid. p. 172).  

6.2  Amartya Sen  

Like Seyla Benhabib, Amartya Sen likewise presents two competing approaches to 

multiculturalism. One celebrates diversity as a value in itself, and seeks to promote 

isolated, separate and distinct cultures between communities in a society. The other 

“celebrates reason”, interaction, and the ability to choose a common shared human 

identity, viewing people as multi-identitied (Sen 2007, p. 150-156). The latter entails 

the actual integration and mingling of different cultures, whereas the former entail 

different communities living in the same place but never interacting at all: 

 The vocal defence of multiculturalism that we frequently hear these days is very often nothing 
 more than a plea for plural monoculturalism. If a young girl in a conservative immigrant  
family wants to go out on a date with an English boy, that would certainly be a multicultural  
initiative. In contrast, the attempt by her guardians to stop her from doing this (a common  
occurrence) is hardly a multicultural move, since it seeks to keep the cultures sequestered (Ibid  p . 
157) 

An important distinction is that a sharing common identity must not come at the 

expense of a plurality of identities (Ibid p.16). Here Sen seems to be promoting the 

same vision as Seyla Benhabib and what she calls a liberating, democratic 

multiculturalism. It is not an either or, but both. We have several diverse identities, as 

well as a common shared human identity (Ibid, p. 162-182)  

A central theme with Sen is the issue of personal choice. According to Sen we choose 

daily –several times a day– what identity best suits our present role. In other words, 

Sen sees identity as exchangeable dependent on the situation (Ibid p.19): 

 Belonging to each one of the membership groups can be quite important, depending on the 
 particular context. When they compete for attention and priority over each other... the person 
 has to decide on the relative importance to attach to the respective identities, which will, again, 
 depend on the exact context. There are two distinct issues here. First, the recognition that  
identities are robustly plural, and that the importance of one identity need not obliterate the  
importance of others. Second, a person has to make choices — explicitly or by implication —  
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about what relative importance to attach, in a particular context, to the divergent loyalties and  
priorities that may compete for precedence (Ibid p. 19). 

6.3 Samuel Huntington 

Huntington does not believe in the sustainability of the multicultural project: 

 The American multiculturalists wish to create a country of many civilizations, which is to say 
 a country not belonging to any civilization and lacking a cultural core. A multicivilizational 
 United States will not be the United States; it will be the United Nations. (Huntington 2007, 
 Chapter 12) 

Huntington argues that the fundamental values, beliefs, and convictions are very 

different from one civilization to another, such as different views on the relations 

between God and man, individual and group, citizen and state, parents and children, 

husband and wife, rights and responsibilities, liberty and authority, and equality and 

hierarchy. They are the product of centuries and will not, according to Huntington, 

disappear in the near future. According to Huntington, they are far more fundamental 

than differences in political ideologies and regimes. Culture, traditions and religion 

are less volatile and more difficult to compromise than politics and ideology, claims 

Huntington (Huntington 1993, p. 25-27).  

Samuel Huntington's view is that meetings between individuals, groups, and 

communities of different cultural backgrounds results in unwanted conflicts due to the 

fundamental differences in their cultures. Huntington therefore advocates that dividing 

lines between the major civilizations and culture clusters must be maintained to avoid 

further violent conflicts (Ibid p. 48-49): 

 In the emerging era, clashes of civilization are the greatest threat to world peace, and an                
international order based on civilizations is the surest safeguard against world war (Huntington  
2007, Chapter 12). 

Huntington believes that it is more likely that successful international institutions 

develop within a civilization than across civilizations. Huntington clearly expresses 

that it is in the interest of the West to create better cooperation within the Western 
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civilization while maintaining a strong military defense against Confucian and Islamic 

states, while preventing them from furthering their military capabilities (Huntington 

1993 p. 48-49).  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Part III: The Debate 

Chapter 7: Introducing The Pundits 

It was by means of the text content analysis that I selected which four authors/books I 

would use in the debate analysis. The authors and books are:  

• Pat Buchanan, Suicide of a Superpower: Will America Survive to 2025 (2011) 

• Michael Medved, The 10 Big Lies About America: Combating Destructive 

Distortions About Our Nation (2010) 

• Juan Williams, Muzzled: The Assault on Honest Debate (2011) 

• Ed Schultz, Killer Politics: How Big Money and Bad Politics Are Destroying the 

Great American Middle Class (2010)  

These are the four pundits that were selected for qualitative analysis, two Republicans 

and two Democrats: 

 

7.1 Pat Buchanan 

Pat Buchanan, described by Encyclopedia of World Biography (2003) as “one of the 

country’s most famous conservatives” is a political commentator, White House 

appointee, and presidential candidate. On Mediaite’s Power-Grid Ranking, Pat 

Buchanan ranks #19 among TV Pundits, #9 among Blog Buzz,  and #16 among Web 

Buzz. He has 4,232 ‘Likes’ on Facebook and 5,645 followers on Twitter, and ranks 

22,642 on Amazon’s Book Ranking. Pat buchanan leans Republican. 
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7.2 Michael Medved 

Michael Medved is an American radio host, author, and political commentator. On 

Mediate’s Power-Grid Ranking, Michael Medved ranks #13 among Radio Hosts, #11 

among Listeners, and #20 among News Buzz. He has 13,667 ‘Likes’ on Facebook and 

17,334 followers on Twitter, and ranks 152,824 on Amazon’s Book Ranking. Michael 

Medved leans Republican.  

7.3  Juan Williams 

Juan Williams described by Contemporary Black Biography (2003) as “easily 

recognized in political journalism, radio, and television” is a political analyst for Fox 

News, a White House correspondent for Washington Post, and an award-winning 

journalist with articles published in Washington Post, Newsweek, Fortune, The New 

York Times, and The Wall Street Journal (Ibid.). On Mediate’s Power-Grid Ranking, 

Juan Williams ranks #10 among TV Pundits. He has 17,334 ‘Likes’ on Facebook and 

29,817 followers on Twitter, and ranks 67,859 on Amazon’s Book Ranking. Juan 

Williams leans Democrat.  
 
7.4  Ed Schultz 

Ed Schultz is an American television and radio host, and a liberal political 

commentator. On Mediaite’s Power-Grid Ranking, Ed Schultz ranks #11 among Radio 

Hosts, #12 among Twitter Followers, #15 among Blog Buzz, and #20 among 

Listeners. He has 74,339 ‘Likes’ on Facebook, and 131,427 Followers on Twitter, and 

ranks 257,698 on Amazon’s Book Ranking. Ed schultz leans Democrat.  

Next I will look at the arguments given by each of these pundits, concerning the 

research questions. The analysis will not be given here. The analysis will be given in 

Part IV, Chapters 11-14.  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7.5  Limitations 

This thesis cannot and does not seek to present all arguments made by the authors. 

Since their books are several hundred pages and my presentation of their ideas are 

limited to a few pages, it is to be understood that my presentation is an attempt to give 

a just representation of the type of issues and arguments raised by the authors.  

The arguments presented in this thesis do not reflect my own views. I merely restate 

the arguments which the pundits have made. As far as my own interpretation is 

concerned, these come in Part IV Analysis and Part V Conclusion. 
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Chapter 8: Research Question 1 – According to the pundits, to 

what degree are people’s different ethnic and cultural identity a 

contributing cause of conflict? 

8.1 According to Republican Pundits 

8.1.1  Patrick Buchanan 

Buchana believes that America is disintegrating. The America he grew up in is gone, 

he says (Buchanan 2011 Introduction). “E plurubus unum” (latin: out of many, one) 

used to be America’s national motto, Buchanan writes, and adds: “Today, one sees the 

pluribus; but where is the unum?” (Ibid, Introduction). Now it is “out of one, we have 

become many”, he claims (Ibid, Chapter 7). 

Buchanan claims that the current wave of immigration, which started with the 

Immigration Law of 1965, exceeds anything any nation has ever known. Millions of 

immigrants from civilizations whose people have never before been assimilated are 

urged to keep their language, cultures, and national identity with devastating 

consequences, says (Ibid, Chapter 4). Siting numerous examples, such as Rwanda in 

1994 and the former Yugoslav states in the 1990s, Buchanan argues that racially and 

ethnically diverse countries always leads to disaster (Ibid, Chapter 7 and 8). Quoting 

Arthur Schlesinger, he writes: 

 The hostility of one tribe for another is among the most instinctive human reactions.… Mass 
 migrations have produced mass antagonisms since the beginning of time. (Ibid, Chapter 7) 

Buchanan claims that today’s pop culture rallies around a multicultural ethic that 

values every ethnical identity ”except whiteness”. “Racial identity is simply forbidden 

to whites in America” (Ibid, Chapter 4). Buchanan argues that whites are retreating 

into what he calls “Whitopias”. These are areas that are whiter than the rest of the 

nation, and where whites ”hope to rediscover the sense of community they recall in an 

America forever gone” (Ibid, Chapter 7). In some ways, racial, religious, and cultural 
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divisions are greater today than during the segregation, argues Buchanan. Back then 

blacks and white may have lived apart, but according to “we” still shared the same 

language, culture, traditions, morals, and religion; “We were a people then”, Buchanan 

claim, and adds, “That America is gone” (Ibid, Chapter 11). 

8.1.2  Michael Medved 

Michael Medved writes that in todays America the old national motto “E pluribus 

unum” (latin: out of many one) is considered intolerant and disrespectful. Instead it 

has been exchanged for a new ideal, that of the “gorgeous multicultural 

mosaic” (Medved 2008, Foreword).  

Siting numerous examples, such as Canada’s split between French- and English-

speaking communities, Belgium’s split between the Flemish and Wallons, and former 

Czechoslovakia’s split into Slovakia and Czech Republic, Medved argues that ethnic 

multiculturalism always leads to conflict (Ibid, Chapter 4).  

 Those who argue that we would all benefit from a more diverse and multicultural United  
States must search in vain for inspiring international examples to support their approach  (Ibid, Chapter 
4). 

According to Medved, proponents of a multiculturalism mosaic ignore the historical 

facts which show that it simply does not work. This stems, he argues, from a utopian 

belief in an American exceptionalism; a belief that USA will be the one exception 

where ethnic diversity –contrary to historical evidence– will work (Ibid, Chapter 4): 

 Despite abundant diversity disasters from around the world—including the unspeakably  
bloody breakup of Yugoslavia in the last years of the twentieth century—the fervent fans of  
multiculturalism insist on an odd and extreme sort of American exceptionalism. They  characterize 
the United States as the one nation in history that’s strengthened, rather than  t h r e a t e n e d , b y 
simultaneously sustaining disconnected tribal identities within its borders  (Ibid, Chapter 4). 
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Medved calls the proponent of this universal vision “crusaders for multiculturalism”. 

Whereas “e pluribus unum” saw America as a melting-pot, where immigrants from 

everywhere blended into something distinctly American, the multiculturalists 

encourage all races, nationalities, and interest groups to nourish their separateness and 

intensify their differences (Ibid, Chapter 4). 

But if Medved critizes the hard left for wanting to create a multicultural society, he 

likewise criticizes the hard right (here he specifically mentions Patrick Buchanan) for 

their “race-based”, grotesque exaggerations and misleading stories about how 

“minorities” now constitute a “majority”. This is not helpful, in Medved’s opinion. 

Americans instinctively transcend the cultural divides, managing to work together, 

live side by side, and marry one another, he says. Obviously, the large influx of Third 

World immigration creates “major challenges” for schools, workplaces, and 

neighborhoods, Medved argues. To deny it or to exaggerate it is equally wrong (Ibid, 

Chapter 4). 

In coclusion, Medved cites Ron Wakabayashi: 

 Politicians like to say that diversity is our greatest strength. That is b.s. Diversity simply is. 
 The core question is how do we extract its assets while minimizing its liabilities (Ibid,  

Chapter 4). 
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8.2  According to Democrat Pundits 

8.2.1  Juan Williams 

According to Juan Williams, America is facing a national crisis over immigration 

(Williams 2011, Chapter 6). He explains that tension and conflict between whites and 

minorities arise because older, blue-collar white men are pessimistic about the nation’s 

future (Ibid, Epilogue); they feel they have lost power and are worried that they are in 

the minority (Ibid, Chapter 2). For the first time in America’s history minorities make 

up a third of the country’s total population, says Williams. Most American children 

will be minorities by 2023, and in thirty years there will be no racial majority in the 

country, he continues. More than 90 percent of the increase in USA’s population result 

from minorities, whose birthrates are far higher than that among whites, says William 

(Ibid, Epilogue and Chapter 2). This, he claims, is the consequence of significant, 

negative and unintended consequences of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act. 

Whereas historically it was Christian, Western European countries that provided the 

bulk of immigrants, now, Williams argues, Latinos, Asians, and Muslims are 

“transforming our neighborhoods and states” (Ibid, Epilogue). 

Williams claims it is hard to have an honest debate about the problems arising from 

immigration, because journalists that raise the wrong questions are being fired, 

shunned, and silenced; –the standards of journalism and free speech are being 

sacrificed on “the altar of political correctness” (Ibid, Chapter 1 and 2). 

On the other hand, Williams sees positive benefits from immigration, as well. Citing 

the Brooking Institute he explains that immigrants, though they are only 10% of the 

population, increase the annual GDP by $37 billion, they have founded more than half 

of Silicon Valley’s new high-technology companies, and they have founded more than 

half of all American technology and engineering businesses between 1995 and 2005 

(Ibid, Chapter 6): 
  
 And in just one year, 2005, American-based companies started by immigrants employed  
450,000  workers and produced $52 billion in sales (Ibid, Chapter 6). 
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8.2.2  Ed Schultz 

Schultz argues that illegal immigrants are a net drain on our society. He calls illegal 

immigrants “a shadow workforce” and says they exploit the system. Citing Robert 

Rector of the Heritage Foundation, Schultz states that two thirds of illegal immigrants 

fall under the ‘low skill’-category and that the average low-skill household receives 

$22,449 more in benefits each year than it paid in taxes (Schultz 2010, Chapter 5).    

He mentions California as an example, where the annual cost of illegal immigrants to 

the state is estimated to be as high as $6 billion a year (Ibid, Chapter 5). 

 We can look at these numbers until we’re blue in the face, but the big picture is still this: There 
 are 12 million people illegally in the United States at a time (November 2009) when there are 
 more than 15 million Americans looking for a job. This is about jobs. Senator Byron Dorgan 
 (D-ND) says there is no social program as effective as a good job (Ibid, Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 9: Research Question 2 – Where do the pundits stand on 

such topics as assimilation vs multiculturalism, American 

exceptionalism vs universalism, and immigration? 

9.1 According to Republican Pundits 

9.1.1  Patrick Buchanan 

Patrick Buchanan does not believe in universalism. Citing Charles Murray, he claims 

that  

 97% percent of the most significant figures and 97 percent of the greatest achievements in 

 astronomy, biology, earth sciences, physics, mathematics, medicine, and technology came 
 from Europe or North America. An astonishing record for one civilization (Buchanan 2011 
 Chapter 6) 
  

He calls the idea of universal equality a “socialist utopia”, which has no resemblance 

in reality; it arises out of the false notion that those who are equal in any respect are 

equal in all respects. He claims that nature and evolution itself promotes inequality 

(Ibid, Chapter 6): 

 Nature loves differences as the necessary material of selection and evolution; identical twins 
 differ in a hundred ways, and no two peas are alike. Inequality is not only natural and  
inborn, it grows with the complexity of civilization (Ibid, Chapter 6). 

But reality and facts do not matter to utopians, he exerts; – they have a priori axiom 

that all people are equal, and any facts that are contradictory, must necessarily be the 

result of “oppression” and “discrimination”. The rampant use of terms such as 

“racist,” “sexist,” and “homophobe” testifies, argues Buchanan, to how intolerant 

egalitarians really are toward those who disbelieve in their universal doctrine (Ibid, 

Chapter 6). 
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Buchanan believes in the US as a “melting-pot”, but only by and of people from 

within the same civilization, with a common ancestry, culture, language, religion, 

history, holidays, and culture (Ibid, Introduction and Chapter 7).  

 Where is the multiracial, multiethnic country that is a better place than the country we grew up 

 in? Everywhere we look, racially and ethnically diverse nations are tearing themselves apart 
 (Ibid, Chapter 7). 

9.1.2  Michael Medved 

Michael Medved argues that America has a unicultural and homogenous Anglo-

Protestant origin, with a common language, heritage, and core religious values, which 

are not universal nor are they shared by people groups from other “alien” cultures.                  

“America’s British heritage isn’t merely “first among equals””, writes Medved, “but 

the obvious standard to which all newcomers have managed to adjust” (Ibid, Chapter 4).  

Medved continues: 

 The American “nationality” was not a blending of all the peoples that populated the United 
 States, or even an amalgam of the white Europeans inhabiting the country. An “American” was 
 a modified Englishman. To become an American was to subject oneself to a hegemony so 
 powerful that many Americans ignored or denied existing diversities. (Ibid, Chapter 4). 
 
Medved argues that Germans, Irish and other immigrants enthusiastically embraced an 

American identity without trying to impose their own “alien traditions”. He cites 

various American presidential speeches in which immigrants were encouraged to see 

themselves as Americans only. Here are a few examples (Ibid, Chapter 4): 

 The one absolutely certain way of bringing this nation to ruin, of preventing all possibility of 

 its continuing to be a nation at all, would be to permit it to become a tangle of squabbling  
nationalities, an intricate knot of German-Americans, Irish-Americans, English-Americans,  
French-Americans, Scandinavian-Americans or Italian-Americans, each preserving its  s e p a r a t e 
nationality, each at heart feeling more sympathy with Europeans of that nationality,  than with the 
other citizens of the American Republic. There is no such thing as a hyphenated  American who is a 
good American. The only man who is a good American is the man who is  a n A m e r i c a n a n d 
nothing else (Theodore Roosevelt, as quoted by Medved 2008, Chapter 4). 
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 Any man who carries a hyphen about with him carries a dagger that he is ready to plunge into 

 the vitals of this Republic whenever he gets ready (Woodrow Wilson, as quoted by  
Medved 2008, Chapter 4). 

This line of reasoning entails that Medved considers American values uniquely 

American; certainly not Universal, perhaps not even Western.  
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9.2  According to Democrat Pundits 

9.2.1  Juan Williams 

As a consequences of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, the US is facing 

bigger divisions of ethnicity, race, and religion than ever before, claims Williams 

(Williams 2011, Epilogue).  

He does not favor a plurality of cultural identities, but favors a uniquely and common 

American identity. For example, Williams blames those latinos who develop their 

identity from their “refusal to fit into the American melting pot”. He claims that in the 

Latino community, assimilation is commonly disparaged and dismissed as a betrayal 

of their true identity (Ibid, Chapter 6): 

 They need to wave the red, white, and blue. Newly arrived Hispanic immigrants, in the  
tradition of earlier immigrants, should be trying to be more American than most Americans  
(Ibid, Chapter 6). 

Williams is concerned about the growth of Islam in the US, and identifies Muslims as 

a genuine challenge to civil society, threatening to “overturn Western 

civilization” (Ibid, Chapter 4):  

 It does not make you a bigot to recognize that the major threat in our time to stable  
governments and civil societies around the globe is rooted in Islam. It does not make us bigots  if we 

dare to speak the truth: Islamic extremism is a grave threat to U.S. national security... if  o n l y o n e -

tenth of 1 percent of Muslims are radicalized and intent on harming the United States  and its allies 
in the name of Islam, that makes 1.5 million seeking to bring down democratic  gove rnmen t s , ban 
religious diversity, and overturn Western civilization... To point this threat  out is not bigotry. It is 
an act of self-preservation (Ibid, Chapter 4). 

There is a large, unexplored middle ground on immigration, says Williams, a 

consensus position among most Americans, which recognizes the benefits of 

immigration, yet cares about the “laws of citizenship”, national security, and a shared 

American identity. It is the nation’s critical need, he states, to attract the world’s best, 

most ambitious and innovative minds to compete in the global economy, as well as 

low-wage workers (Ibid, Chapter 6). 
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9.2.2  Ed Schultz 

Having read carefully the works of Ed Schultz I was surprised to discover that he does 

not discuss the topic of universal multiculturalism. I discuss the implications of these 

finding in chapter nine and ten. But Schultz does express a concern for the growing 

number of immigrant, which he would like to see reduced, saying “we should shut the 

door behind them” (Schultz 2010, Chapter 5).  

Ed Schultz cites the U.S. Border control, estimating the number of illegal immigrants 

to be between 12 and 15 million, whilst citing another source, Bear Stearn 2005, 

estimating the number to be 20 million (Ibid, Chapter 2 and 5). 

 Unchecked, illegal immigration threatens to overwhelm our resources. With high  
unemployment, we simply have to look out for the American worker—and that includes the  
Hispanic Americans who are here legally... With one hand we should welcome these new  citizens.  
With the other, we have to shut the door behind them (Ibid, Chapter 5). 

The sheer number of illegal immigrants living in the USA undermines the structure of 

American society, claims Schultz. According to Ed Schultz the growth rate of 

America’s population –largely through immigration– is not sustainable (Ibid, Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 10: Research Question 3 – According to the pundits, 

what are future strategies for interaction between peoples of 

different ethnic and cultural identity? 

10.1 According to Republican Pundits 

10.1.1  Patrick Buchanan 

 Peoples of European descent from the steppes of Russia to the coast of California have begun 
 to die out, as the Third World treks north to claim the estate. The last decade provided  
corroborating if not conclusive proof that we are in the Indian summer of our civilization  ( B u c h a n a n 
2011 Introduction). 

Pat Buchanan is very concerned about the amount of immigrants the US is receiving 

(Ibid, Introduction). The European and Christian core of “our” country is shrinking, he 

continues, and mass immigration is changing “forever” the face of America (Ibid, 

Introduction). According to Buchanan, America is on track to add 130 million of 

mostly third world immigrant and their children in the next four decades (Ibid, 

Chapter 7). “Every American child born after 2001 belongs to a generation more Third 

World than European”, writes Buchanan (Ibid, Chapter 4). 

Being a “melting-pot”, argues Buchanan, was never about creating diversity, but about 

abolishing diversity. Buchanan writes that until the Immigration Law of 1965, U.S. 

immigration always strived to preserve “the European character of the country”. (Ibid, 

Introduction and Chapter 7): 

 Indeed, the old concept of America, as melting-pot nation, was about melding immigrant Irish, 
 Italians, Germans, Jews, Poles, Greeks, Czechs, and Slovaks into Americans. The melting pot 
 was about the abolition of diversity and the Americanization of immigrants... All these people 

 were Europeans. All were white. Almost all were Christian... Their children and grandchildren 

 passed through deeply patriotic public and parochial schools where they were immersed in the 
 language, literature, history, and traditions of this unique people. (Ibid, Chapter 7) 
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Buchanan considers himself part of silent majority who is resisting an agenda of “the 

Left” that tries to impose multiculturalism, racial preference and unrestricted 

immigration. He says its time to “unite and fight” (Ibid, Chapter 9). Buchanan cites 

Dmitry Rogozin: 

 There is an enormous distance between Europe and the Third World. There is a new  
civilization emerging in the Third World that thinks that the white, northern hemisphere has  
always oppressed it and must therefore fall at its feet now. This is very serious. If the northern  
civilization wants to protect itself, it must be united: America, the European Union, and  R u s s i a . I f 
they are not together they will be defeated one by one (Ibid, Chapter 8). 

It is time today, argues Buchanan, to return to those same policies that will safe-guard 

the character of America (Ibid. Chapter 7). Buchanan promotes the following 

measures: 

• A moratorium on new immigration until unemployment falls to 6 percent.  

• Give immigration preference to Europeans, who share our values, speak English, and 

can be easily assimilated.  

• Illegal aliens are to be deported to the countries from which they came.  

• Enact a constitutional amendment making English the official language of the United 

States.  

(Ibid, Chapter 11) 

10.1.2  Michael Medved 

Michael Medved’s answer to immigration is assimilation. Medved makes a clear 

distinction between America as a melting-pot, which he is in favor of, and America as 

multicultural mosaic which he opposes (Medved 2008, Foreword).  

The multicultural vision of “the Left” does not seek to shape a common American 

identity, claims Medved, instead it encourages immigrant to keep their separate and 

parallel identities from the countries where they came from. This is contrary to what 

the immigrants themselves want. Medved argues that the immigrants themselves 

actually embrace the American identity, and do not wish to hold on to their old 
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identity. This can be seen by the high rate of inter-marriages, which Medved considers 

a positive force in creating a common identity (Ibid, Chapter 4):  

 “among all American ethnicities (with the singular exception of African Americans)  
outmarriage has become a norm, not an exception” (Ibid, Chapter 4).  

Meved writes that after two or at the most three generations, all immigrant group 

largely assimilate and clearly identify more with their American identity than that of 

their old country. Medved sees this as a repudiation of the multiculturalist crusaders 

who not only contradict historical facts, but also contradict the wishes and actions of 

the immigrants themselves. In other words, Medved promotes assimilation and argues 

that the immigrants themselves prefer a melting-pot ideal to a multicultural ideal (Ibid, 

Chapter 4):   

 “Newcomers want to learn the language and folkways of America every bit as much as their 

 native-born neighbors want them to do so” (Ibid, Chapter 4). 
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10.2  According to Democrat Pundits 

10.2.1  Juan Williams 

According to Juan Williams both the Left and Right agree that the current system is 

broken and something has to be done (Williams 2011, Chapter 6): 
  
 Left and Right agree at the highest levels of government that something has to be done. But 
 the years continue to pass without politicians taking the risk of tackling the problem. We are 
 locked into a game of political checkers where no one is going to move for fear of getting 
 jumped (Ibid, Chapter 6). 

Williams quotes President Obama: 

 “In the end,” President Obama has said, “our broken immigration system affects more than a 
 single community; it affects our entire country. And as we continue to strengthen our economy 
 and jump-start job creation, we need to do so with an immigration system that works, not the 
 broken system we have now.” President Obama is echoing President Bush on this issue.  
(Ibid, Chapter 6). 

It is time for an honest and respectful national discussion and debate about ethnic, 

racial, and religious diversity, says Williams, without trowing around “phony” labels 

as bigot or racist for challenging politically correctness (Ibid, Chapter 1 and 2). What 

is needed now, according to Williams, is to confront our fears head-on by “telling one 

another how we feel, including those we don’t see eye to eye with” (Ibid, Epilogue). 

10.2.2  Ed Schultz 

According to Ed Schultz the USA finds itself at a cross roads when it comes to illegal 

immigration (Schultz 2010, Chapter 5).  

Schultz argues that America’s resources are finite and that the US needs to protects its 

economic infrastructure (Ibid, Chapter 5). If we want to maintain our sovereignty, we 

must control our border, argues Schultz. Somehow, argues Schultz, the number of 
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immigrants in the US must be reduced. However, Schultz does not consider 

deportation a realistic solution (Ibid, Chapter 5): 
 
 You aren’t going to round up 12 million Mexicans and bus them back over the border. Hell, 
 George Bush couldn’t clear out New Orleans before Hurricane Katrina, and those people  
wanted a ride! We’d have to become a police state to deport so many people (Ibid,  Chapter 5). 

Instead Schultz suggests that the United States enforce labor laws and penalize people 

and businesses who employ illegal immigrants so severely that most would be 

unwilling to take the risk of hiring them. As a result, Schultz believes jobs would dry 

up, and the rumor would spread across the borders. Schultz believes this would slow 

immigration, and that many undocumented workers would return home (Ibid, Chapter 

5). He says that no administration has the courage to do this yet, but that “at some 

point” it will have to be done. Doing so will cause problems for those companies that 

rely on cheap labor for their business (Ibid, Chapter 5): 

 Driving the cheap labor out of the country would upset business interests and it could harm 
 some industries, among them agriculture, which has historically leaned on migrant workers for 
 backbreaking labor in the fields, dairies, and apiaries (Ibid, Chapter 5). 
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Part V: Analysis - Answer To Research Questions 

Chapter 11: Quantitative Analysis 

As part of my thesis I made a text content analysis on fifteen books, authored by the 

most influential political pundits in America today. The quantitative analysis 

contained the following five steps: 

1) I assembled a list of the most influential political pundits, and narrowed the list 

down to fifteen names. See 2.1 Method, and see Figure 1: Top Tier Pundits. 

2)  I made a text content analysis of fifteen books. The word-roots were identity, 

civiliza-, universal, divers-, ethni-, multicultur-, raci-, immigra-, minorit-, and 

border-. The books with the best result were selected as my empirical material for 

the qualitative analyss, two by Republican pundits, and two by democrat pundits. 

See 2.1 Method, and see Figure 2: Text Content Analysis. 

3) I made a bivariat crosstab –also called a pivot table, as a way of comparing two 

variables: party-affiliation (Republican/Democrat) and word count (#).  See 2.1 

Method, and see Figure 3: Bivariat Crosstab/Pivot Table. 

4) I made two charts to illustrate the above results. See 2.1 Method, and see Figure 4: 

Chart Illustrating Figure 3 

5) Finally, I made a descriptive analysis of the results, which follows below. 

In the first step, I was surprised to discover that the vast majority of pundits were 

Republicans. This is not only true of the fifteen pundits which I selected for my text 

content analysis, but from the over fifty pundits that I investigated (in the Mediate 

Power Grid), there were more Republican pundits than Democrat pundits, at a ratio of 

approximately two to one. Not only that, but Republican pundits were consistently 

ranked higher than Democrat pundits on the Mediate Power Grid.  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If you look at Figure 1: Top Tier Pundits, where the pundits have been narrowed down 

and ranked according to influence, the first six places are held by Republican pundits: 

Glenn Beck, Sarah Palin, Michelle Malkin, Mark Levin, Ann Coulter, and Sean 

Hannity. Only on seventh place do we find the first Democrat pundit, Arianna 

Huffington, and she is then followed by another two Republican pundits, Michael 

Savage and Laura Ingraham. 

The best text context analysis results were also consistently held by Republican 

pundits. If you look at Figure 3: Bivariat Crosstab/Pivot Table, you will notice that on 

average Republican pundits spoke twice as much about the topic of ethnic and cultural 

identity, based on the selected word-roots. Perhaps a different selection of relevant 

words would have rendered a different result, but I doubt it. As explained in Chapter 

16: Conclusion, Republican pundits have a more elaborately formulated opinion about 

ethnic and cultural identity, whereas Democrat pundits often seem keen to avoid 

stepping on anyone’s toes. In addition to the four books that I analyzed in this thesis, I 

had time to quick-read several of the other books during the process, and the 

consistent impression was that Democrat pundits avoid the subject of the thesis to a 

greater degree than Republicans. Not only that, but I found that when Democrat 

pundits do address the topic, it is done in broad, general, and politically correct terms, 

whereas Republican pundits often have very elaborate historical and ideological 

argumentation. Examples of this are given below. 

Now let us proceed to the qualitative analysis of the empirical material.  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Chapter 12: Research Question 1 – According to the pundits, to 

what degree are people’s different ethnic and cultural identity a 

contributing cause of conflict? 

12.1 Comparison of Republican and Democrat pundits 
 
Although I had anticipated that the Republicans might answer in the affirmative, I was 

quite sure that the Democrats would answer in the negative. I was proven wrong. One 

by one, all four pundits laid out the case that diversity has led to conflict. But I 

detected a nuance. Where Buchanan and Medved characterize conflicts between ethic 

and cultural identities as natural and unavoidable, Williams and Schultz make no such 

claims. The Democrat pundits simply point to a variety of perceived problems, 

without any ideological or philosophical explanations, whereas the Republican 

pundits blame the problems on the perceived fact that maintaining multiple different 

civilizations in the USA goes against history and –one gets the impression– natural 

law. So, although all four pundits propose that conflicts arise as a result of ethnic and 

cultural diversity, it can still be concluded that Republican pundits are more outspoken 

in their support of Huntington’s thesis. 

12.2  Republican pundits 

Both Buchanan and Medved claim that the American motto “E plurubus unum” (latin: 

out of many one), has been exchanged for a new vision which they do not share. Nor 

do the majority of Americans, they claim. It is “crusaders for multiculturalism” from 

the “hard left” who during the 60s pushed through the Immigration Law of 1965, and 

since then have encouraged all races and nationalities to “nourish their separateness 

and intensify their differences” (quotes from Medved). Meanwhile, while other races 

are encouraged to celebrate their race, according to Buchanan, “racial identity is 

simply forbidden to whites”. As a result, says Buchanan whites are retreating into 

“Whitopias”. Both Buchanan and Medved cite multiple examples from other countries 

to support their claim that multiculturalism just doesn’t work, such as Canada’s split 
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between French- and English-speaking communities, Belgium’s split between the 

Flemish and Wallons, Czechoslovakia’s split into Slovakia and Czech Republic, as 

well as wars –Rwanda in 1994 and the former Yugoslav states in the 1990s. They both 

claim that there are no international examples of multiculturalism working. An 

interesting distinction is that Medved does not want to be associated with Pat 

Buchanan, whom he calls “hard-right” and extreme, adding that multiculturalism is 

neither good or bad, it simply is, and as such one has to deal with it’s benefits and 

problems.  

12.3  Democrat pundits 

Although he is an African American and a Democrat, Juan Williams shares many of 

the sentiments of Buchanan and Medved (who are white Republicans). For example, 

Williams also blames today’s immigration problems on the Immigration Law of 1965, 

which he says has led to bigger divisions of ethnicity, race, and religion than ever 

before. Latinos, Asians, and Muslims are “transforming our neighborhoods and 

states”, he says, and it is tabu to speak about the real problems. Journalists that raise 

the wrong questions are being fired, shunned, and silenced, he claims. He specifically 

blames Latinos for not assimilating, and says they ought to be waving the red and blue 

and be trying to be more American than most Americans. He also accuses Islam and 

Muslims of threatening to overturn western civilization. These are much harder 

assessments than I had expected from a Democrat pundit, especially one who is 

African American. But Williams is also careful to point out that immigrants are a great 

economic asset to America;  founding companies, hiring workers and adding to the 

national GDP. Ed Schultz only addresses economic problems, saying that immigrants 

are keeping wages low, taking jobs from Americans, and exploiting the system. He 

cites various examples of the immense cost of immigration, concluding that illegal 

immigration is unsustainable, “overwhelms our resources”, and “undermines the 

structure of American society”. In light of Williams accusation of an existing political 

correctness, one cannot help but wonder if Schultz, by only blaming illegal 

immigrants, is saying that legal immigrants do not cause any problems, or if he is 
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merely being politically correct? One also wonders who is right, Williams who says 

immigrants are a great economic asset, or Schultz who says they are a immense drain 

on the economy? 

12.4  Personal reflections 

My own perspective? Unarguably conflicts exist where there are ethnic and cultural 

diversity, because conflicts arise where there are human beings. Conflict is not an 

ethnical attribute, it is a human attribute. I agree with Benhabib who says all cultures –

and I would add all human beings– are polyphonic, multi-layered, fragmented, and 

contentious. On the other hand, it is hard to argue with the numerous examples that 

Buchanan, Medved and Huntington give of how diverse ethnic and cultural diversity 

have given rise to conflicts. Perhaps, Amartya Sen’s thesis can help us out here, when 

he says that it is not the diversity itself that creates conflicts, but certain ideas 

regarding diversity that generate them. In other words, we can be made to believe that 

our differences are a cause of conflict, which will result in this belief leading to 

conflict. A self-fulfilling prophecy of sorts. But this too is somehow not quite 

satisfactory an answer, as if just denying their existence will make conflicts go away. 

No, we must admit that diversity does lead to conflict, perhaps as a result of certain 

ideas, but nevertheless the conflicts remain. Is it utopian to believe that entire 

populations will come to understand that we are not that different and will start 

appreciating one another? This is the old idealism vs. realism problematic; how much 

of the “natural” order can humans change? Quoting Arthur Schlesinger, Buchanan 

says, “The hostility of one tribe for another is among the most instinctive human 

reactions”, and he may be right? Before I make any further conclusion, let’s look at 

the other questions. 
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Chapter 13: Research Question 2 – Where do the pundits stand on 

such topics as assimilation vs multiculturalism, American 

exceptionalism vs universalism, and immigration? 

13.1  Comparison of Republican and Democrat pundits 

Once again I was surprised to learn that there was little difference between the 

Republican pundits and the Democrat pundits. Ed Schultz was remarkably silent on 

the topic, which I will address below. But the three other pundits unanimously 

promote assimilation and defend the existence American exceptionalism. However, 

one can discern a distinction between the manner in which the Republican pundits 

make their case, and that of Juan Williams. Where Williams merely blames those 

immigrants who do not assimilate, claims they ought to, and leaves it at that, 

Buchanan and Medved enter an elaborate historical, ideological and philosophical 

discussion about why America should be kept distinctly American, and why 

universalism is an erroneous ideology. Buchanan is solidly in the camp of Huntington, 

arguing for an America for white, Christian Americans. Medved and Williams 

emphasize assimilation, tolerating a reduced amount of immigrants, as long as they 

leave their former identities behind and become genuinely American.  

13.2  Republican pundits 

Buchanan and Medved make it very clear that America is not universal, it is English. 

Americans are unicultural and homogenous Anglo-Protestant, white, Europeans with 

the same civilization, common ancestry, culture, language, religion, history, holidays, 

and culture, and they would like it to stay that way. They very much believe in 

American –or rather Western– exceptionalism. Buchanan calls universal equality a 

socialist utopia which has no resemblance in reality. He claims that nature and 

evolution itself promotes inequality. Citing Charles Murray, Buchanan claims that 

97% percent of the most significant figures and greatest achievements come from 

Europe and America. If not purely racist, it at least comes across as race-bating, in my 
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opinion. But Buchanan rebuts any accusation of being a racist by saying that such 

accusations demonstrate how intolerant egalitarians really are towards those who 

disbelieve in multiculturalism. Although Medved is not as blunt in his language, he 

nevertheless likewise celebrates American exceptionalism as something entirely 

different from “alien” traditions and cultures. America’s British heritage isn’t merely 

first among equals, he says, but is the standard that other must assimilate too, if they 

wish to be Americans. Medved quotes Woodrow Wilsons as saying, “Any man who 

carries a hyphen about with him carries a dagger that he is ready to plunge into the 

vitals of this Republic whenever he gets ready”. This is quite hostile language that is 

being used.  

13.3  Democrat pundits 

One might expect that the Democrat pundits would be less confrontational, especially 

Juan Williams, who himself is a minority (Afro American), and they are. 

Nevertheless, I was still surprised to discover similar sentiments with the Democrat 

pundits, although they arguably use a somewhat milder language. But accusing 

Muslims of threatening to overturn western civilization, as Williams does, or saying 

that immigrants exploit the system, overwhelms our resources, and undermines the 

structure of American society, as Schultz does, is also very blunt. However, one does 

not find the same elaborate and detailed defense of an American exceptionalism with 

Williams and Schultz. A few cliches are thrown out there about immigrants refusing to 

assimilate and needing to wave the red and blue, but I get the distinct impression that 

Williams and Schults are not comfortable talking about the subject. Ed Schultz in 

particular avoids addressing the topic of universalism and American identity. Is this 

because the Democratic party, in its attempt to appeal to minorities, goes out of its 

way to avoid sensitive topics? Or is it a reflection of the political correctness that 

Williams says is prevailing in the media? We may not know the reason, but can 

conclude that while Buchanan and Medved have much to say, Williams and Scultz 

touch on this topic just briefly. 
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13.4 Personal reflections 

What do we mean by diversity? It is true that a multicultural world without borders, 

where a plurality of ethnic and cultural clusters lived side by side in the same 

community could be called diverse. But would a world where all distinct national 

characteristics have been exchanged for a common human mixture constitute a diverse 

planet? Might not one also argue that the Huntingtonian vision of distinct, separate 

civilizations better protects the diversity of each civilization on our planet?  Is the 

diversity we ought to strive for a diversity where that which separates one nation from 

another is abolished, or is it where we celebrate the differences that do exist between 

each nation? I believe it is too cheap a shot to accuse Huntingtonians of racism. 

Perhaps there is more than one way to look at diversity. But on the other hand, can we 

really demand assimilation from our immigrants? Does not the requirement of 

assimilation contradict the basic universal principle of liberty and self-determination? 

Is it even possible to maintain borders in a world that it becoming more and more 

globalized as a result of breakthroughs in transportation, technology and trade? It is 

indeed a subject worthy of further interest. 
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Chapter 14: Research Question 3 – According to the pundits, 

what are future strategies for interaction between peoples of 

different ethnic and cultural identity? 

14.1 Comparison of Republicans and Democrat pundits 

As far as what ought to be done, I was expecting to see a noticeable difference 

between the Republican and Democrat pundits. This was not the case, perhaps with 

the exception of Buchanan whose policy suggestions do seem quite radical. But there 

is a consensus among the pundits that something has to be done to bring the number 

of immigrants down. All call for a debate, all (except possibly Schultz) require 

assimilation, all wish the illegal immigrants to leave the US, and all want to reduce the 

number of immigrant admitted to the US. Buchanan and Medved goes one step further 

and would like to see certain type of immigrant, i.e. white European Christians.  

14.2.  Republican pundits 

Quoting Dmitry Rohozin, Buchanan claims that the Third World wants the West to fall 

at its feet, and unless the West unites, we “will be defeated one by one”. Buchanan 

says it’s time to unite and fight. This is very aggressive language, in my opinion. It 

certainly fits Huntington, who advocates that dividing lines between the major 

civilizations and culture clusters must be maintained to avoid further violent conflicts. 

Buchanan promotes the following measures: 

• A moratorium on new immigration until unemployment falls to 6 percent.  

• Give immigration preference to Europeans, who share our values, speak English, 

and can be easily assimilated.  

• Illegal aliens are to be deported to the countries from which they came.  

• Enact a constitutional amendment making English the official language of the United 

States.  
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Medved does not use the same harsh language as Buchanan, but like Buchanan he 

likewise requires assimilation to a Anglo-American culture, a reduction of 

immigrants, and he would like future immigration to come primarily from Europe. He 

claims that this is also what the immigrants themselves want.  

14.3.  Democrat Pundits 

According to Juan Williams both the Left and Right agree that the current system is 

broken. He says it is time for a national debate about ethnic, racial, and religious 

diversity, without trowing around “phony” labels as bigot or racist. Schultz suggests 

that businesses who employ illegal immigrants should be penalized so severely that 

they would be unwilling to take the risk of hiring them. He believes the rumor would 

spread across the borders and that this would both slow down immigration and cause 

many undocumented workers to return home. Williams and Schultz are not as specific 

as their Republican counterparts. Maybe they do not have as strong views, or perhaps 

it is because the Democratic party does not want to offend their minority voters, who 

vote overwhelmingly for the Democratic party. 

14.4  Personal reflections 

All four pundits seem to lean more towards Samuel Huntington than towards Amartya 

Sen and Seyla Benhabib. This was contrary to what I had anticipated, as I had 

assumed that the Democrat pundits would favor more universal multiculturalism. I 

personally believe that Sen and Benhabib bring some very valid suggestions to the 

table, and i would like to reiterate them here.  

Amartya Sen and Seyla Benhabib very much challenge the entire premise of a 

Western civilization, and world civilizations. Sen argues against any reasoning based 

on the identification of distinct civilization blocks. According to Sen we should 

celebrate reason, interaction, and the ability to choose a common shared human 

identity, with integration and mingling of different cultures. Benhabib proposes three 

principles (explained in further detail in 5.1): Egalitarian reciprocity (equal 
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reciprocity), meaning that minorities must have the same rights as majorities. 

Voluntary self-attribution, meaning that individuals should not automatically be 

classified according to the cultural, religious or linguistic group, they were born in. 

And, Freedom to join or leave as one pleases means individual unlimited freedom to 

leave their original group.  

Even though the ideas of Sen and Behabib may seem utopian and unrealizable, I 

believe that these are the kind of ideas that must be promoted to create greater 

tolerance and mutual coexistence in the world. On the other hand, we must not be too 

quick to silence the Huntingtonians of our day. Diversity can be understood in many 

ways, and protecting the many distinct civilizations of planet earth, can also be seen to 

represent a form of diversity. In this case we embrace our differences, rather than our 

similarities. There is also a beauty in that world view, in my opinion. But how does 

one reconcile the two? Is the real clash perhaps not between civilizations, but between 

two different vision for the future of humanity. One of a single global community 

where all races and cultures are mixed, and another that wishes to protect the distinct 

identities of our planet’s many separate nationalities and cultures. 
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Part VI: Conclusion  

Chapter 15: Evaluation of Method 

15.1 Reliability 

I believe the reliability to be high, due to the fact that I have given a detailed 

explanation of each step in the process. This should enable others to follow the same 

procedure and reach the same results. There is however one area that is vulnerable to 

subjective influence. That is the task of summarizing several books, each several 

hundred pages long, in just a few pages. It is quite likely that if another person were to 

give a resume of one of the books I have analyzed, that they would emphasize 

different arguments and quote different passages. These are the conditions of 

qualitative research. As far as my quantitative research, one might have arrived at a 

different set of pundits, had one used different criterias than I used. For example, I 

chose not to include any books older than 2008, because I wanted a contemporary 

debate. Had I allowed older books, the selection may have been different. Also, in my 

text analysis I chose ten word-roots. It is possible that if one had chosen other words 

or more words,  it could have given a different result.  

15.2 Validity 

As far as the empirical material is concerned, one might have chosen to limit the 

research to scholarly work, such as the ones included in Part II: Theory. However, I 

was interested in analyzing the discourse that shapes public opinion, and I doubt that 

your average blue-collar worker reads many books by Seyla Benhabib or Amartya 

Sen. On the other hand they are likely to watch or listen to pundits on a daily basis. 

Could I have not examined a survey? Statistics do not contain discourse or debate or 

argument. It may be able to tell you that a majority of Americans want immigrants to 

assimilate, but it will not tell you why? For the purpose of this thesis, I believe pundits 
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was the best choice. If I wanted to find out what people are likely to believe and why, 

I had best examine those who shape their opinion, i.e. the pundits.  

Finally, I would like to add that if I had not made the text content analysis, I believe I 

would have selected the “wrong” books. What I mean is that I would probably have 

selected someone like Glenn Beck and Arianna Huffington, only to discover that they 

do not address the subject in depth in any books written after 2008. I did in fact quick-

read their books, and found this to be true. I will definitely use text analysis for all 

future research, as I believe it is an effective tool for choosing empirical material for 

qualitative analysis. 

15.3 Areas of Future Research 

It would be interesting to study the relationship between natural order and utopias. As 

I pointed out in 9.1.4  Personal reflections, this is the old idealism vs. realism 

problematic; how much of the “natural” order can humans change? Should policies be 

made by how we wish humans would act, or according to how history has 

demonstrated we act, regardless of whether we ought to or not? But does not change 

also belong to the natural order? Certainly history has taught us that much.  
 
It would be very interesting to research how different scholars define the term 

“diversity”. As I pointed out in 9.2.4 Personal reflections, there are more than one 

way to look at diversity. Is the diversity we ought to strive for a diversity where that 

which separates one nation from another is abolished, or is it where we celebrate the 

differences that do exist between each nation?  

Finally one is drawn to study conflict resolution, compromise, and consensus 

building. Like I pointed out in 9.3.4  Personal reflections, maybe the real clash is not 

between civilizations, but between two different visions for the future of humanity. 

One of a single global community, and another that wishes to protect the distinct 
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identities of various nations. How does one reconcile such different educated opinions 

about such a crucial aspects of our humanity?  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Chapter 16: Conclusion 

I started out with the hypothesis that Republican pundits align themselves more 

closely with Huntington than Democrat pundits do, and that Democrat pundits align 

themselves more closely with Benhabib and Sen than Republican pundits do. This 

hypothesis was proven wrong, or at least not as clearly defined as I had expected. It is 

not a surprise that the Republican pundits were closely aligned with Huntington. The 

surprise came from the Democrat pundits. Not in a single instance did Juan Williams 

or Ed Schultz come out in defense of multiculturalism or ethnic and cultural diversity. 

Accusing Muslims of threatening to overturn Western civilization, as Williams does, 

or saying that immigrants exploit the system, overwhelms our resources, and 

undermines the structure of American society, as Schultz does, are examples of how 

similar the Democrat pundits rhetoric is to that of the Republicans. But there were 

nuances. Buchanan and Medved had elaborate historical and philosophical 

explanations, entire chapters of their books, dedicated to defending their position, 

whereas when reading Williams and Schultz one cannot help to get the impression that 

they feel uncomfortable talking about the subject at all. The text content analysis I 

made on fifteen books, authored by the most influential political pundits in America 

today, shows that republican pundits in general speak twice as often about the word-

roots which were analyzed. Taken together, the text content analysis and debate 

analysis show a pattern of Republicans wanting to engage in a debate, whereas 

Democrats seem less keen on discussing the issues. This could be explained either by 

the fact that ethnic and cultural diversity does not concern Democrats as much as it 

concerns Republicans, or it could be explained by the fact that Democrats –to a 

greater degree than Republicans– need the minority vote to stay in power, and do not 

wish to offend their voters. 

We cannot avoid the ethical implications of our policies. On the one hand one might 
argue that requiring assimilation from immigrants or closing our borders goes against 
universal human rights of self-determination; and what about refugees who are in 
danger of perishing as a consequence of famine, civil wars, and other disasters? On 
the other hand, one could argue that creating a border-less, multicultural (in the 
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Huntingtonian understanding of the word) planet threatens to render ethnic and 
cultural identities that are thousands of years old extinct. It would seem that these 
concerns are irreconcilable, but sober minds must challenge the current polarization, 
and attempt to find consensus and synthesis to issues which are after all not a 
philosophical contest, but impact everyday life for ordinary citizens.  

To make measurable achievements, scholars and policy makers alike must bite the 

bullet of trying to understand the opposing side. We must look for similarities and 

common ground, and ask ourselves if there is any way that we might have 

misunderstood one another. Sound legislation must build on the foundation of the full 

counsel - not just one side - of humanity, both those who want to see a new global 

civilization, and those who wish to preserve the civilizations we have. We cannot 

afford to exclude any side of the argument which may contribute to the solution. As 

researchers, we must engage in building bridges of understanding; we must reach out 

to nationalists and universalists alike, and identify which principals we can agree on, 

and how one might reach a compromise on the areas of disagreement. The alternative 

to mutual understanding and consensus is conflict, something which history has taught 

us can come at a heavy price. 

–Dan Hegelund– 
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